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. Barbara Browde, Susan
Larsen, Jeremiah Foley and
Robert Roibal are the win·
ners of the NMPIRG board of
directors election.
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Wednesday, April 27, 1977
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Health, ·· pr~•. ent.. . . . .
Education, and·,,Welflte#"ff'$tlgators, walks from,,a rnfl,flng · ~•,Ierman. saad..that an inwith Preside_nt Baris· The · H_EW ·representatives are vesugauve team .vasats UNM an. ·•
.· · · ·. ·
·
. · . ·. · ·
nually to see 'f th u ·
· ·
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ev_Ir.-''"'
leta. . ·.c,f.
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,
·· . ~ction plan t~at·-is r~guir~"u!J~er.

'Ralph ·Ramirez,.. "••d of ;·a team of Dept•.
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Co.mplai nts

.By :rom Kensler
.~he nuqtero·us university programs
... . . . .. .. . · A .t.eam of five Depar.tment of that are funded by HEW. He said
:.,·.·. · .. ·:,"·· '•. ,_ Health, Education and Welfar-e the team is required to report its
· ~ , :· •·.· (HEW). officials repor.ted its plan fo inte!ltions to the university
investigate UNM's Affirmative presadent at the beginping of its
1 ·d
f
investigation.
. '
·Ac t aon
P an
an_
' our
discrimination complaints against
University officials in.· a closed.
Th~ HEW group will be
meeting Tuesday.
examining discrimin~tion charges
, ·
· · ·....
. .. •
against' the Family Nurse PracTh,e HEW . mveshgators,. who titioners Unit th N t' A
.
a •~e Umeflca~
arrived from Dallas on Monday, Program 0 [·
0.
·inet with' UNM President William . Engineerin
:
1 ege
E •.. ~avis, Pers'?nnel ~ire4S~or education.P:of g_n. e ementaryPh1ll1p M. Alar.1d,. Affumauve
·
· : eJthAuger.
Acti~n Re~resentative June·
The investig,ation of. the Fam··a'Jy
\Yoobver, Assastant to the Provost
,.
Joel Jones and.... Prof. Tony Nurse Practitionefs Unit is in
1&.-._..._ ,_.•.......
_A-«en·alw Hille.rm_
aide to ·the charge
response
to abyrace-discrimination
r_.,
d an, s,_._ial
,....--:
'made
a former Chicano

l
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in December 1975 because he is
Indian. ·
'
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The investigahtion of Prof. Auger
inv.olves a c arge made by a
.Chacano student that he received a
1
d
· g,w gra. eon the basis of his race.
Jhe stu~ent also alleges that he ~as
· ropp~ _ from t~e . Spec1al
Educataon Program m retaliation
for his first complaint.
· The team will also investigate a
class a~Uon filed by. a woman
doctor m New York on 1:1ehalf of
the Women's Equlity . Action.
League.
·

·.•,

. l

• j

A· spo k.esman o.r HEW ' Ralph.
Ramirez, said the Privacy Act
fi.

•
· ~~~~fsn~sf a~mco~om. discussi~g
· The investigation of the Native HEW d . Y thpl~mt fil~d w.ath
A
·
p
· ·
unng
e anvesttgahve
. •.canrnaro.dg·r.·amb
m r. darector
n.s.e to .... process.
will
a m.
cher_arge
e y. .o.r.mer
t ri· 1¥•He
0 said
11 the
h'HEW team
.
·
QJ~n:
Paqqil\, ·w:hQ J.aid~·b!l; wasJ:ir.ed ·: re urij \O a as t ~~ w.eeke~d ~nd
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UNM.. Bombers·

..
. ,

,
By Bill Robertson .
..
SanULClara DormitQrY WJtS.the
~tar~et e~dy Friday morning ~{the·
~- fifth ·bomb threat to a :uNM
· · -bljilding ill the nionth of April.
•A-UNM Police dispatcher took a
·call at 12:S7 a.m. The caller; an
· unidentified male, · said. · ''Blfinb
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. Lear .said about 40 more•epi~es
-of the series are still to ,be !hOt~
About 300 already have been taped
and it was exJ1ecred they would, go
into syndication for rerun.
·
-. ·

.
·'

••.«..,

(

. 't.

Sfab .·:j/:.;

history,. hit .shows have lfeen
.,:
allowed to run ·to the point they
..
. :fizil" · out/' Lear told · a .· riews
conference· which was attended by · ·
the program's star; Louise Lasser •... ·
• "We· didt1't want that to be
· :•Mary Hanman, Mary Hattman•s'
fate. l nstead; we. chose to leave,i~ ·;u
itds•. w.rap a blue :ribbon around it
and put:ita~ay.~-'

·t
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. ·:a k..·. e· a· .. . .
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.. LOS ANG~LBS (UP I)....:_ ttie!hit.~ ~.'
··
·
:- ·
·televisioh satirical soap "'opera-. · · •
-~-"Mary Hartman; ~ary H~ttman"
· .. .
ois. going , inio ., "voH•ntary . ( . ~- · . · . ·. · •
' .,, .. ~ :. .
.... retirement'; ~nd. the. lalf .. epise,d~. .'"'; il"• ~ Q·
.. ·u~. ·a·..:Q···~.~k:~ . .: ·: .~ :. :
will- be brO'adcast July 1, Execuuve .
· · . · · · .· · . _:_. •. ·
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R•::::::·sald the'investigators

• would welcome outside input.
.'"Anyone who wants to contact the •
Hf?W representatives can ·contact
them at the Albuquerque·lnn, or
else Jhe University will provide
space for them to meet at the · '
Affirmative. Action. office oil
campus," h.esaid.

.
and have experienced several bomb ago campus police fot.~nd a· bomb
Julie ·Lenh;ut, a Santa Clara threats; After the first few you outside of the Naval ROTC
resident.aavisor, said iiMost of the don'tevenleavethebuilding...
Building on campus. .
residents here take bomb threats as
· UNM Police Chief Barry Cox
Inspector Bob Raymond, chief of
an inconvenience-a pQin in th( reported· that a bomb. was found detectives of UNM Police said, ·
.neck mqre than a serious threat. under the now-nonexistent Y-1 uriformally we don'l get this many
'I've.lived in dorms for three years· Buildinrc.six years
· years
(ContintiedonPag¢3)
·
· . · · :· ,.:..:..;_~.. ..,..:..:.:_...::..:....::..:;__.::.:::.=:::=..::;~:.:::..::~~J;.:::.:..::...::..:::::.:;:..._..._____;:..._____~-..;.;_;___.___..;...._._______,
. plosive.

Santa .€lara ·tlS.''.. Police said they·
notified Associate Dean. ofStudents. ·
. .,. Rahdy. Boeglin immedi~;~tely of the··.
~ threat. · He requested a search of .
room l t s- and .the -immediate area·
surrounding it •.. Tlie room was ·
occupied by two girls. ·
•.
· As with the four.prc;vious cases, .a_
team of officers from UNM. Police
. searched the. area, finding no ex-·
....
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U.S. Rolls Tanks to Israel

0

.Q

WASHINGTON-The United St11te~ will provide more tank~ and
artill~r~ to Is,rael but na~ reservations about including its
soph•~llcated tt1~ht radar for airpl11nes in a packag¢ originally
promised by Pre~1dent Ford, government officials said Tuesday. ·
Ford 's· promised arms package aroused controversy bec11use it in·
eluded air·t:~tploding concussion bontbs criticized as weapons of mass
destruction.
·

~

u

·z_
M'
u

SALT

Talk~

Resume May 11

~

c.

WASHINGTON-The United States and Russia announced
· Tuesday that technical-level talks on strategic arms limitation will
resume May 11 in Geneva,
State Department spokesman Hodding Carter said the technical·
level talks will deal with verification of the numbers of missiles with
muliiple w11rheads; measures to guard against conceal!'lent of
weapons; 110 agreed count of weapons on both, 110d measures to
prevent spre11d of missile technology to other countries.

~as

Spaniards
Remember·
Nazi
Attack
GUERNICA,
Spain

,~CO~l!..LU

International.

......•

Fumes Build in Oil Spill

STAVANGER; Norway-Oil well ·troubleshooters trying to cap a
gushing oil blowout in the North Sea fled the offshore platform
Tuesday, in the face of a dangerous buildup of e~tplosive gas fumes ..
TheY said they will return to the rig at dawn.
Environment specialists said two oil slicks created by the leak,
which is spewing 4,000 tons of oil 110d mud a day into the North Sea,
posed little danger to coastlines and fishing stocks if the leak can be
plugged quickly.

Prisoners in Paradise

· By. l,hiit~d Press lnternationi!l

Will Teach in France·

U. Student Gets Fulbright
,

By Katbleen Callahan
Harriet Bloom, on!l of the eight
national recipients. of the Fulbright·
Hays scholarship, is the· second
. l.JNM stud!lnt to receive this honor.
. Her nine-month contract for a
junior lectureship position begins
this October. She will receive $7800
and ber pjanc: fare to France.
'
At the l,Jniversity of Dijon in
Paris, France, Bloom will lecture
on American Studies in the English
department.· JJloom recentlv

(UPI)-)~asques

Tuesday · com·...
memorated the 40th anniversary of
the Nazi bombing of Guemica-the
·
destruction
of the town and the
.
killing of 1,200 ,that inspired
Picasso's famous painting on the
Spanish Civil W;ir. ·
R.ed, green and white· Basque
Wf\SHINGTON-Doctors and hospitals will join forces to fight
flags
with black mourning rosettes
!?'resident Carter's proposed 9 per cent 110nual ceiling on hospital cgst
1 hung from balconies to set the scene
mcreases, the president of the American Hospital Association said '
for the first officially sanctioned
Tuesday.
.
·
.
c~;remony
marking one of the worst
Whatever the outcome.blCongress, where hearings on the proposal
atrocities in the 1936-39 civil war. ·
will begin, May U, hospital patients next year· c110 expect to pay at
About 3,000 people packed Santa
lc;ast 9 ~r cent more ~or hospital care th110 they would for similat serClara .Church for a memorial
VIces th1s year.
.
·
servicll for .the I ,2(X>' Guernican
victims who perished 40 years ago ·
in an infero set by Na2i dive
bombers on order from the Late
Dictator
Francisco Franco to raze
DAVIS, Calif.-A Sudanese student at the University of Califor·.
the town.
nia, upset over campus rumors about his personal life, apparently
In a Catholic civic center,
went berserk Tuesday, shooting to death two fellow Sudanese studen·
townspeople filed past an
t.s 110d. wounding another, police said.
·
'
eltbibition of photographs and
drawings of history's first all-out
air attack on an undefended town.
~.

N'ational

Doctors, Hospitals Fight· Carter

u. Cvcling
~

WASHINGTON-A Stanford University physicist Tuesday reported the first evidence .hinting at the presence of a quark, the
hypothetical tiniest building block of everything.
Quarks have e~tisted in theory for 13 years but up to now, physicists
have been unable to isolate one 110d some scientists have come to
.believe they never would be found.

·Reporters.
Harassed
By Soviets

~

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-H.L,
Stevenson, editor-in-chief and vice

.

A public meeting will be held
tomorrow to solicit student input
into the establishment of bike paths
on campus and to discuss the
question of what to do about
skateboarding on campus.
Campus Policeman Barry Colt
said the meeting is planned as a
"follow up'' to the· cyclin,g controversy that erupted earlier this
semester.
.
"We need to know what.cyclists
and non-cyclists want" before
going ahead with plans for bike
paths and regulations, Co~t said.
Colt said he believed a compromise could be worked out over
the
question
of
campus
skateboarding
and
that
skateboarding
would
not .
necessarily have to be banned.
Present at the meeting will be
Walter Birge of Parking Services,
John· Carney, vice-chairman of
C;~.mpus Planning, J:~e McKinney
• · of Campus Pllfnning and Cox.
The meeting will be held
tomorrow at 12:30 in room 231-C
of the SUB.

African Leaders Jailed on Island §§;t~*~:::~

separating the island from Cape tortured.
SWAPO, the South West Africa .. Sovietauthorities,andanoth~rUPI
Town are deterrent enough.
"You are here to ascertain for (Namibia) People's Organization. reporter has b7en refused a VIsa for
For. the first time, the White yourself in a. general way,. the
Mandela and Ja-Toivo are atourofdutymMo~cow.
supremacist regime of South Africa conditions under which the security among the 30 longest-serving
Stevenson, speaking at a UPI
Monday permitted foreign jour· prisoners live," said Maj. Gen. prisoners. Most of the 30 are doing luncheon for. delegates to the. an·
nalists to visit the island-a J110nie Roux, leader of. the strictly- time for politically motivated nu~ convenllon. of the A~e~can
maximum security prison for 370 supervised conducted tour. offenses, but Roux denied there are N~ spaper Publishers Asso~Iallon,
•
•
•
·
..
·
t es, a11 Black 110d a11 rna
· 1e.
"Noth'1ng has beenstaged. ,;
• pnsoners
•
contacts
by .•
Lemngrad
.,...N<>.-}>tow•~r··ueo...--:...,.,....es~~·· . :rT.fl
a!ly poI'1tlcal
on R!~bben. sa1d
correspc>
dent· Em'l
5 1• · -.. 'th
1
from the island, which has been a
The rea:.vn for the trip was to
''This is not a five-star hotel, nor Island. "All have been tned in
. n ·
.v,el IS WI
penal colony and leper settlement allow reporters tO"C~i~k _@!legations is it a kindergarten," he said. "It is courts 110d found' guilty of general Rus~lans who . are cnucal of the
since 1670. The three miles of icy made overseas that Robben IS1iit•li "';:..Jlta~timum security prison, and laws protecting the security of the Sov~et way 0 ~ ~lfe have angered the
.
.
So,~let authont17~·
Atlantic Ocean and strong currents prisoners were ill• treated and conditions here comply with the state," he said.
internatiortally accepted regulations
The 30 prisoners are refused all
. The auth~nt~es ~ave soug~t to
laid down in the code of st!IDdard political news from the outside dt&<;ourage him ~~ his profes~lonal
minimum rules."
world. They may not have dulles. b~ h;a,rassmg both h1mself
In the front lawn, Nelson newspapers or radios. There is no and his Wife. . .
Mandela, spiritual leader of South television and letters are censored.
. Stevenson swd no reason ":as
Africa's
Black
Nationalist A warden is present during visits given for the refusal togranta.v1sa
movement, hoed weeds. Beside him·' from relatives, to stop news of to G~rald Nadler, a Russianin the warm sun worked Herman political developments being passed spea~mg repor!er. pres~ntly
Toivo .Ja·ToivQ former leader of on
·
workmg on UPI s mternatmnal
·
desk in New York.
'
Stevenson said the Russians have
The New
observed ''to · some e~ttent"
guidelines in the 1975 Helsinki
Lucky's Pizza
TEAc.~.tTEC-SI:>NY-GJIRWD.OTHER TOP BRANDS
Accords in which the Soviet Union
All $100 Off Coupons
RECEIVERS·SPEAKERS-TAPE DECKS·AMPS.QUADS SOME DEMQS.SOME ONE OF A KIND.
proclaimed its il)tention to ease and
The Remainder
Are
improve the working conditions of
resident journalists.
SALE
lEG
SALE
MlliANfZ
lEG.

ROBBEN ISLAND,' South
Africa·· (OPI)~The island is
covered with pine trees and
cypresses. Ostriches 110d small deer
run wild through the bush and the
only sounds are from the sea 110d
the gulls above it.

MARANTZ· PIONEER

~400 Ouad Roc ••.••••.• $1250
2235 Rec. 35/35 .. . . . • . .. 400
2220·8 Roc, 20}20 •. , , , .•. 300
2230 Rec. 30/30 .•. , , ...• , 350
1150Amp. 75/75 , . , ..•.•. 450
104 Tuner AM/FM , .. , •.. , , 170
3200 Preamp •.. , ...... , . 250
2226. Roc. 26/26 .• , •.•.• , , 310 ·
120Tuner .............. ~0'
4070 Quad ............. 299
itiONIII
(1~646 Quad Roc • , •• , •... 500.
SA9900 Amp 110/110 ...... 75.0
SX 1250 Receiver . .. ...... 900
CROWN IC150 Pro, .•••. ·• , 349
SONY STR 7065 Ret. ~ , •• , . , $50
PH.I.SEliN~M ..000 Pro. .. .... , .' 600

ACCU,HASI

290

220
.250
330
120
170
269

290
179

549
699
249
350

. +49

599
489

349
$69

TAPE DECKS

MARANTZ
110.
SAn
5420 Cos.IOtto • , .• .;••. , , . $430 $280
~~~~~~~otte . ' ' •..• ' ..•• 270.
190
CT6161 ......... , ..... 300.

200

A4009 .•• ,' .......... .: . 330

250

.CARTRIDGESSALt

SMUll
,
RIG · .
M75fJ •.....•• , •...••.. $35
v 15111 ............... 85
·STANION
681 EEl: ............ ·., . 82
MICiO.ACOUSTIC
QDCI~ . , •. , • ·. , ••• , , , • , 95

.'

.:"

'

~~0<~~---J ~.,,,

Prof. Concerts .• , •.••••.• 788

Rack Evaluators , .. , . ·, •••. 329
AMT IV •.•.• , ••. , •.. , •• 272
INT~RAUDI0·2000 , . • . • • . . 90
and otherfrom • , , •. , .•...

299
199
94

299
449
199
169

50
30

$18

59

·OAIIAiD
RECORD •PLAYERS
lEG
440C w/ earl. . .......... $70
UOM w/ cart. ........ : , .. 80
THOliNS
TC 16:! .•.••..•••..• , , , 170
TD 1258 ..•.• , ....•. , .. 305

,.

SALE
$49

120
225

.

100'

ISO

15L

ACCESSORIES
MlllliLL
lEG
UDC90 I & 11 .. • .. .. • .. $5.20
3M CLA.SSIC
·
C·45 , , . , •..•..... , .. 2.49
C·60 .•...•. , ...•••. , 2.99
3MMASIEI
• '
C·60 ................ 2.59

SAU
$3.79

C·90 .. , ••...•••....• 3.59

3.19

Preener ......••.• , .... , 6.00
Dust Bog .. , • , ••.•••• , • 8i.OO
Porostat .•... , .....• , 15<00
Aspen Cl""""' .. , , ..• , .. 4.50

I Glnard •2SS·16M
OVEI 27 YIAIS"

. ..

CHEWS will have a meeling Wednesday, Apr. -21
t 3:30p.m. in the Sociclosy Building.
Applications for

ihe

1977 UNM Institute

i.99
2.49

2.19
4,40
6.40

the

arc bemg actepted. Applications are available in rm.,
319oflhc Farris Engineering Bldg.

J
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DAILY LOBO.
Vol.81
No.141
Box20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial ·PJione (505) 2774102; 277-4202.

.

The New Mexico Daily Lo~ is published
Monday t'Jlrough Friday every regular week
of the University year and weekly during the

editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
print~ in The Daily Lobo necessarilY

represents the views of the University of New
~pyirn

Beat the heat
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Thursday-April 28 Room 100
Biology Bldg. UNM 7:30pm

Saturday, May 7 through Saturday May 14

IndiVIdual s~udents finding conflicts in this examination schedule must notify instructors con·
cemed befor~ Fnd~y, May 6. Any student having more than three examinations scheduled in any one
day may nobfy the mstructor of the last examination listed. If notified before May 6 the instructor shall
make arrangements to give a special examination. Conflicts arising as a result ~f scheduling out of
non:nal ~our-pattern~ or day·sequences must ~e r~solv~d by the instructors of the off-pattern course.
An ~nstrilctor who. w1shes to change the exammation time of a course must first secure the approval
of h1s Dean wbo ~ll_then sub~it a formal request to the Registrar.
In the examm~tion table hsted below, reference is made to the first lecture meeting of class in the
week.. In . a c~mbmed lecture·laboratory course, reference is made to the first lecture section.
Exa~ma~ons ·m laborat?ry cour~es .may be given during the last week of class preceding the
exammabon week, or dunng exammation week at the time period in this schedule.

Class Day
.

Class Time

See Special Examination Schedule (1) (2) (6}
See Special' Examination Schedule (3) (4) (5).(7)
See Special Examination Schedule (8)
See Special Examination Schedule (16)
See Special Examination Schedule (9)
MorWorF
7:30AM
Tor Th
8:00AM
See Special Examination Schedule (10)
MorWorF
12:30PM ·
M (Evening) 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30PM
MorWorF
·8:30AM
Tor Th
9'.30 AM
See Special Examination Schedule (11)
MorWorF
1:30PM
Tor Th (Evening)
6:00, 6:30,7:00,7:30 PM
MorWorF
9'.30AM
Tor Th
11{)0,11:30 AM
See Special Examination Schedule (12)(13)
MorWorF
2:30PM
W (Evening)
6:00, 6:30, 7:00,. 7:30
PM
1(}.30AM
MorWorF
12:30, 100 PM
TorTh
3:30PM
MorWotF
8:00PM
. Tor Th (Evening)
11:30AM
MorWorF ·
: TorTh
MorWorF
TorTh
M(Evening)
MorWorF

2;00,2:30PM
4:30PM
3:30, 4:00PM 8:00PM
5:30PM

Examination Day
'Sat,May7
Sat,May7 ·
Sat,May7
5at,May7
Mon,May9
Mon,May9

Tues.M~ylO

'

Wed,May11

Examination Time
8:00-10:00 AM
10:30-12:30 PM
1:30-3:30 PM &
4:()().6:00 PM
3:30-5:30 PM
8:00-10:00 AM
8:00·10:00 AM
10:30-12:30 PM
1:303:30PM
4:()().6:00 PM
7:00"9:00 PM
8:00-10:00 AM
10:30-12:30 PM
1:303:30PM
4:()().6:00 PM
7:()().9:00 PM
8:00"10:00 AM
10:30-12:30 PM
1:303:30 PM
4:()().6:00 PM

. Fri., May 13

7:009:00PM
8:00-10:00 AM
10:30·12:30 PM
4:()().6:00 PM
7:()().9:00 PM
8:00"10:00 AM

Sat.,May14

10:30·12:30 PM
1:30·3:30 PM
4:00-6:00 PM
7:()().9:00 PM
8:00·10:00 AM

. Thurs. May 12

SPECIAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

No.

1

2.
3.
4.
5.

.'
•

6.
7.
8.

GBXBRAL
·STD.RB

ZUI SAN P.DRO, N.t:, .,
AL.ai.IQUIIItQUII, NIIW MIIXICO e7110

B£1WEEN MElSAIJL ANI>
. !NDIANsa-IOOL.
. . 26b·8ti5
...
•'· .

111 Harvard SE ·• 8117 Menaul NE

I

9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Refer to Special Examination Number in Final Examination Schedule
Class
Exa.m Day
Exam Time
Math 120 (AUSections)
Math 162 (AU Sections)
Math 121 (AU Sections)
Math 150 (All Sections)
Math 163 (AU Sections)
Math 180 (All Sections}
•Math 264 (AU Sections) ·
.
Modem and Classical Languages (All Sections
of oourses numbered below 300titne and '
place to be ·announced by Instructor)
English 100,101, and 102 (All Sections)
Psycholagy 101.001, &101·002
Biology 121 (AU Sections)
CiVil Engineering 202 (All Sections)
•
Mechanical Engineering 206 (All Sections)
.
Make·UP period for rescheduled examinations
Saturday Morning Only
Astronomy 101

l

;>
r.

1(}30-12:30 PM
1:30·3:30 PM
4:00-6:00 PM

Special Examination Schedule (15)
·
Tor Th
5:00, 5:30PM
See Special Examination Schedule (14)

11.00

3.50

of

Nativ~ Am~ricaJJ Program, College of Engineering

.Tor~e Egger .

We are pleased to present a slide shoW on the 1976
first ascent of Torre Egger. the ascent of this
patagonian. spire Involved over 4000 ft. of difficult
rock and ice clirnbing 1 making this one ofthe eprc:::
ascents in recent years. The slide show Is being co·
.sponsored'by Snowllon and Wilderness Experience
Mountain Packs, and is narrated by Jim Doninl, one
of the members of the 3-man American ascent party.
The ascent was featured In National Geographic
Magazine and there Is a significant portion of the
.slide show that Is concerned with patagonian flora,
fauna, etc. In .addition to the actual climbing, the
photographs are spectacular. A *1° 0 donation will be
requested to help defray expenses.

'<

·Final Examination Schedule, Spring 1977

59

3046 : ..•... ' .... ' •... 180
3060 ..... " .......... 230
. IVC
JD·31 birect Dri•• ..•....• , 200

WAftS

Slide· Show

·o

·~

!::us!~~~~ommunity,

129

280

P 300 Power Amp , . , , ... , •. 800
C 200 Preamp ........... 650
T 101 Tuner , , • , ...•.•••• 450
T 11l0 Tuner , .•.. , , .... , . 700
Misc. Q adaptors, eto. l!om $30

TillC

ADVENTtoudspeake" . , ••.• 154
ISS HElL
AMT 1 • Tawer .. , ..• , •. , . 426
AMT 1 ................. 359
Tempest II , ..• , .....••.. 174
Prof. Columns .. : ...•.... 468

[8
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Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexlc:lj 87181. Subscription rate is
SJO.OO for thp aeadcmicyear.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages_ of The Daily Lobo are those of the
author Solciy. Unsigned opinion is that of the

SPEAKERS
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threats •. It's getting ridiculous, but Boeglin said, "I fear the apcompleted her course work for her
we
go through the same proc~dure prehension level among the
Ph.D. in Am~ric!ID Studies.
every
time."
.
student~ · is going to fall as the
Bloom applied -for
the
Raymond said in case a search numb~:r of false· al;~.rms rises. This
scholarship last November,
should turn up an explosive, UNM means we'll probably :have more
outlining three courses she ·· ·
Police · would
notify
the difficulty when and if there is
proposed to teach. She was then.
.Police
or
Kirtland
Air
Albuquerque
discovery of a real bomb."
nominated by the Council of the
.
Force
Base,
where
tr;~.ined
bomb
When Alvarado Hall was
, 'International E~tchange for
::
·squads
are
based.,
"We
would
threat.ened
with a bomb Apr. 18,
Scholars in Washington, D.C, The
secure
the
area
(around
the
exBoeglin advised UNM Police not to
Franco-American Commission for
plosive) and wait for their arrival.'' evacuate the building.
Educationai E~tch!IDge in Paris
The bomb threat was the second
accepted Bloom, ·and she was .
receive'd by Santa Clara this month.
notified afew weeks agQ.
Scholes
Hall and Hokona and
Bloom's special interest involves·
Alvarado
Dormitories also received
cultural institutions and their role
Su••er Be•ld.eat Ca•P
bomb threats in April.
Poaltlon• Available
especially
As.sociate Dean Boeglin said the
• Posttl.ons qxm for counselors at 2 sites;
University usually encounters tWo
CedarHU~ Texas and Palestine, Te:xas
Bloom will leave this summer to
• Program emphasis on: Horsehacklng. swlmmin
concentrated
periods
of
bomb
sports and games, Ouldoor skills.
travel with her .husband, Richard
threats-at the beginning of each
• Openings also (t1;
Wilson, also an American Studies
Program DIJector, Business Mgr~ Waterfront•
fall semester and at the end of the
Ph.D. candidate at UNM, before
Dlrectqr, Nurse,
spring semester. "This is not an
Unit Leaders, Horsemanship Directors, and
beginning her contract:
Tripping Coordinalor.
atypical
amount
for
the
spring.
Bloom i~ currently a teaching
• Fa-.more Information and i!ppllcations contact
But, in my opinion, one bomb
Camp Fire Gtrls,Lone Slar Couoc:ll
assistant in our English dept. She
54IS Maple Aveoun, Suue 30S
thre.at is too many."
earned a master's degree from
Dallas, Texas'75235
Inspector
Raymond
likened
the
or<aii214-6J8.2240
Photo by
Hunt
UNM ·in French in 1975. Upon
current rash of bomb threats to the
completion of her contract, Bloom
UNM Flllbtight·Hays
"boy who cried wolf" fable.
will return to UNM to finisn her
Schola1, Hatrie.t Bloom
dissertation.

summer scssi·on by the Bo.a.rd of Student
Publications oft he University of New Mexico,
!J,nd is hot financially associated with UNM.
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(Continued from page' 1)
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'Upset' Student Kills 2

Physicist Finds ..Hint of Quark

.•• Ready to Blow

Sa£, May 7
Sat., May 7
Sat., May 7
Sat, May 7
Sat., May 7
Sat, May 7
• Sat, May 7
Sat, May 7

8:00·10:00AM
8:0010:00 AM
10:30·12:30 PM
· 10:30·12:30 PM
10:30-12:30 PM
8:00·10:00 AM
10:30·12:30 PM
1:30-3:30 PM&
4:00-6:00 PM

Mon,May9
Mon,May9
Tues. May 10 ·
Wed,Mayll
Wed.,May11
Sat,May14
Sat,. May14
Sat.,May7

8:00-10:00 AM
1:30·3:30 PM .
1:30·3:30 PM
1:30·3:30 PM
1:30·3:30PM .
4:00.0:00 PM
· 10:30-12:30PM
3:30-5:30 PM
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Book Returners
May Create Sti'.r

~

(

Like a father accepting his prQdigal son, :Zimmerman Library is giving all
Z you guilt-stricken overdue library book hQ!lrdersa second chance. .
..,p
Next week, May 1-7, all overdue library books at Zimmerman Library
~ can be returned and tbe returnee will not have to pay a fine.
' ·
Q.,
WE CAN ONLY guess that the spirit of Santa lingers on iil-the stacks
and shelves where the library gods mingle. But whoever doesn't take advantage of this opportunity to let himself off the hook for a few bucks, is
either a book miser who doesn't want to graduate, or a fool,
We can picture the scene next Sunday as scores of hicognito students .
and faculty in trenchcoats, fedo{as and dark glasses line up to return their
books.
·
•
You can also get to wondering about the books that are going to be
returned. Several sources have tipped us that a well-known prudish
secretary in Scholes Hall will be returning her copy of Ulysses which she
smuggled home in a plain brown wrapper in 1947.
· ..
TH·E LOBO HAS ALSO learned that English professor Jim Barbour
will be returning his copy of Catcher In thf!! Rye which he checked out as
a.fascinated 14-year-old.
Several A'SUNM Senators have leaked information concerning
outgoing president Damon Tobias. The sources say Tobias will be returning his copies of The Joy of Sex (He has all three,)
Also, we wouldn't be surprised to see a white-haired, pipe-smoking gen. tleman from Scholes Hall in line to return his copy-of Nobody Calls Me

Doctor.
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THE ONLY THING wrong with this "amnesty week" policy is the lack
of notice it was given. We'll get calls today from persons who had returned
their library books'Tuesday and paid a hefty fine on them.
Asst. Dean for Readers Services Alice Clark said that if you've had a
book out si.nce 1922, now is the time to return it. Soon after learning of this
state~ent, an elderly, LOBO. staffer asked if he c;:ould get any of the
$3,687.43 fine he paid on Sister Carrie which he returned last week after
holding it overdue for 55 years.

Th~

Great 2-Week Drop Debate

The B.~g Institution
That Said, No"

Student
Wasted
Space

II

. Th·ird Rate?

By D. Yekdorb

We wish to congratulate the. fine UNM students who have won national
,
honors and scholarships this year.
. ALREADY, UNM STUDENTS have won Guggenheim Fellowships,
Lorraine Attreed has won a Marshall Scholarship and Harriet Bloom has
.
won a Fulbright-Hays Scholarship.
ASUNM Sen. Kent. Ghahremani has been named as one of .the out-·
starid!ng young ~en· of America by the Outstanding Young Men· of
Amerrca Program board of advisors.
Who.says this is a third-rate university?
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Broken. Projector
Means Bad Night

,

~.

Next day another student went up to the big Institution and said, "I am
in the middle of my hi~ory class, but I just got a good job that will lead to a
fine future for me. May I withdraw from my history''class with a grade of
passing because I am an A student?"
•
"YOU CAN'T," replied the·big Institution gruffly, "You ~re IRRESPONSIBLE and deserve an F."
Later that same day an older student came to the big Institution-a lady
with a family. "I have sent all my children off at last, and I want to finish
fail because it has
my own education," she said. "But I am afraid I
been so many years since I was a student. Will you give me a tutor so that
I can succeed?"
"NO, I CAN'T," said the big Institution with a snort. "If you hope to
study here, you will have to take your CHANCES."
The next day, 3;000 young people came up to the big Institution and
said, "We don't know much about your kind of education, but we would
like to try you out and see if you fit us."

will

Editor:
pening -the projector breaks down
I want to talk to you about a very before the show even starts or it
unhappy situation at the SUB falls apart in the middle. We need a
Theatre.
new quality projector. Some of our
It happened again Saturday ASUNM funds that all of us pay
night. We arrived at the theatre to should be used to buy a new
see the film "Grand Illusion" qnly projector., The films shown in the
to see a notice posted- Projector SUB Theatre are open to all of us
BreakdoVI(n, Showing Postponed. and at price I can afford, but it is
It was a film the four of us had been so discouraging when the films can
planning to see for some time.
· not be shown because the projec- •
To cheer ourselves up we went tor breaks down time and time
across the street to have coffee, again. It would be money well
but the more we talked about the · spent because it does benefit all
situation the angrier and angrier we students.
became. This keeps hapPhyllis Scott

a

Once upon a time there was a big Institution with lots of money and lots
of students. One day a new student .came to the big Institution and said, 1'1
would very much like to study with you, but I didn't go to the King's
Special High School and so I have DEFICIENCIES."
"YOU CAN'T,'' said the big Institution, "You will LOWER MY STAN.OARDS." And the new student went home.
..·
.. ' .

.

"NO, YOU CAN'T," exclaimed the big Institution, rocking back in its
chair. "It is our policy to see if YOU FIT US, and it is clear that you aren't
·
sure, so you DON'T." And the 3,000 young people went home.
,An~
i~ went, daY. after day, and to each person who asked, the big In,
st1tut1on answered, YOU CAN'T." And when at last the big Institution
went before the Great Money Keeper of the kingdom and, shuffling fts.feet
pitifully, asked, "Can I have some more money now so that 1can ·teach my
remaining three students just like the King's own children are taught in
Switzerland?" the Great Money Keeper answered
"NO I YOU CAN'T ' "·
,
I
and took away all the big Institution's money and put it in irons.

:ro

DOONESBURY

by Garry· Trudeau
~e./JJlTH
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By Professor
L. Rosenfeld
Enclosed are three grade request
cards for Charles Autry. It appears
.as if Mr. Autry has ,decrde.d to drop --·•
all three classes he is currently
taking with me. This is an interesting circumstance, and one .
which prompts· me to write this
note in support of the· change in ·
drop/add time allowed students at
UNM.
The reason Mr. Autry gave me
for dropping all three classes was:
n.ot doin'Q well. ln. two of the
classes, Mr. Autry is earning a "C"
grade. In one class I am unaware of
what grade he is earning because
certain work has not been turned
in. Regardless, the reason for dropping strikes me as absurd: it
amounts to "I will do as little as
possible, and if I am not going to
get an 'A' or 'B,' I'll drop the class.''
The three classes were all
overenrolled: in one class 1 of 3
students "got in," in another 2 of 3,
and in the third, 1 of 2. It is clear
that Mr. Autry wasted both time
and space which some other
student, perhaps many, could have
used to better advantage.
.Also, Mr. Autry was involved in
two group projects. His attitude of
wait-and-see-what-the-grade-looks-like made him a less than useful
participant. Again, h~ forfeited the
opportunity to lel!rn .long before he
dropped out, preventing someone
else from having the opportunity.
OJ course, my personal feelings
should not and do .not reflect on the
grades assigned on the request cards. Two ''Ws" and one "F" are the
appropriate grades. If I were acting
on my feelings, three "Fs" would
.
have resulted.

Mr. Autry presents. a. good example for those in favor of the short time limit on drop/add. For respon·
sible students no time limit is
necessary; it is unfortunate that
what is probably a minority forces
these decisions.
·
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Mr. Kolb.ert G_oes .to Washington (Maybe)
Editor:
First it was Andrew Young, then General Brown, but now Jimbo Carter
has elected to go all out in his talent .search for the hopelessly b·ungling
ambulatory cretin, suitable for government service. It is with t~nabashed
humility ·that I have come to realize that our 11ery own home grown
egomaniac, Jacque (soon to be Jackbo} Kolbert has been tapped for the
august position of Chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts.
I feel that the student body of UNM should give M. Kolbert all the support and encouragement he deserves. I propose that everyone on campus,
from now until such time as Jacque ascends into Washington, take the
time at least once to walk into his office and show him some object d'art.
Let's all take the time to run in and show tlim a painting, piece of sculpture, a musical score, or other artsy-type thing so1hat he will have at least
a street level concept of art. No nonrepresentational works please, let's
keep it light and easy.
This will not only help Dr. Kolbert, but everyone in the country who enjoys entertainment above the Merle Haggard level. Let's give the good ol'
boy a good ol' break.
Thomas DeOuincey
Sec'y of the Inferior, UNM Slumber Party

·And Readers Respond

~
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·Perspective

Editorials
'Opinions

Editor;
This letter is. sent to express surprise and satisfaction over the fact that
· the LOBO has seen fit to place its humor columns on toe front page.
I refer, of cours11.. to Tim Higgins' hilarious article concerning Jack
Kolbert' s possible appointrn~nt as Chairman of the Nation !II Endowment
for the Arts.
It is not for me to S!IY whether or not Dr. Kolbert rs suitl)bly "endowed''
· for this particular' position ornot, but it is a continual source of amazement
to me how bumbling~though prominent-New Mexico politicos are able
to convince well-intentioned journalists that they hav~;~ a ptayer in heaven.
for landing jobs with the new administration. That Dr. Kolbert was able to
convince Mr. Higgins of his possible appointment as U.S. Cultural Director
is an especial tribute to Mr. Higgins' gullibility, and this must surely rank as
one of the great journalistic hoaxes of all times.
What does not surprise me, however, is that Dr. Kolbert does not wish
to resign as a UNM faculty member; for once he leaves, he will certainly
not be rehired, and the power base that presently supports his gigantic ego
•
·
would be lost to him forever.'
If in fact President Carter is considering Kolbert as.chairman, I beg him
to reconsider, and suggest as a possible alternative choice (of equ;il
qualifications, culturally speaking) Mr.• Ronald McDonald: at least he can
cookl
·
·Sincerely,
R. Scott He'dberg
Jon E. Pic~ett

My family and I have lived in the

married student housing for almost
two years. In this time we have had
to put up with a hole being cut in
our ceiling because the air conditioners weren't put in properly,
after which the maintenance men
left plaster all over the apartment,
which we had to clean, our closet
doors falling off, the seal of our
bathtub coming loose due to poor
construction, and a denial for
much-needed weather stripping
because when the maintenance
~Eyeglas~e:"-J or Con!ad I.en~·~

Fast "'rvicc. quality and
stvle at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
(.'I/ ext door to Casey Rexa/1 Drug)
Lomas at Washington :255-6329

men threw dirt at our door, not
enough dirt came through the onehalf inch space between our door
and the floor. I could cite many
other examples but feel these few
are ample.
If the rent increase is partially
due to maintenance, what are we
paying for, the actual day to day
maintenance or the University's
mistakes?
.Janet Ward

The New
Lucky's Pizza
All $1.00 Off Coupons
Are Void For The Remainder
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Happy Hour H-7

Drinks 2 for 1 goc
Lunch Specials Daily $}5°
Gala Night Every Tuesday
Free Prizes!
Banquet and Private Party
Facilities Available
·
Los Chavos

!

entertljins Tues-Sat Dancing Nightly

Bobbi Walteus
entertains Sun-Fri

6101 Central NE 2mi-7~i75

Of The Semester

4513 Central NE 256-9953
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00

MONTH

New.
1977-78
FALL-SPRING
RATES

~
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Jack Kolbert
.
City Councillor Kolbert
might be Washington·
bound.

Apartments Should· Be Better
In Married Student Housing
Editor:
I am writing in regard to the item
that appeared Monday, April 25,
about the rent increase at the
. married student housing. To quote
Robert Schulte: "The repair and
maintenance budget will increase
$19,500 in the next 1977-78 year tor
a total of $70, 140.'' I would like to
ask Mr. Schulte if the costs of
maintenance would be this high if
the· ·apartments·· had · been con.
structed better. Is it not true that
most of the maintenance on these
apartments is due to faulty construction? If so, shouldn't this cost
be the responsibility of the University, not the residents? We are not
only being charged in' money, but
also in time and inconvenience.

g·

On Campus

lnclud
• Meals
• Telephone
• Utilities
• Reduced Parking
Rates
• Linens
--And More·-

ROO.MAND BOARD
*$1 ,490/year, based on Double Occ~pancy, 7 Day Meal Plan

UNM RESIDENCE 'HALLS
Contact: Housing Reservations
La. Posada Hall
277-2606
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By Lynda Sparber
You are paying for your groceries
by check atalocalsupermarketl!nd
refuse to give your Social Security
number as identification.: Do you
have the right to withhold your
number?

Barbara DePuy, an operations
supervisor for the Social Secu~ity
Administration (SSA) said the
identification limitation was
dropped '.'because society has. made
the cban11e."

ninth grade and up get a number
and keep. the number in the rec_ord.
In 19.72, this provision was ex-·
panded" to having all welfare
recipients· assigned numbers-even
newborn infants-to. clamp down
on misuse Of welfare.

She pointed to all the different
Yes. However, the grocer also agencies which now utilize the SS
Mrs. DePuy said that 11 person
has the right to withhold his food number systems-agencies such as "doesn't have to submit a. SS
from you.
_UNM, the Department of Motor number to anyone they don.'t want
'Vehicles, the Department of to submit it to ... (but the conflict i_s
Opponents to the use of the, Defense,
. the
Veterans between the individual and the
number for purposes other than Administration, the IRS, and the organization or agency who wants
determining social security issues parent locator system which traces , the number." •
often point to the warning on the persons who have abandoned their
card stating "Not for iden- families.
. UNM has a provision whereby
tification," However, cards issued
students not wanting to use their SS
in t)le last ten years or so do not
"We don't like agencies to use number or who do not have a
have the warning.
this but we have no alternative," number can be assigned an alternate number by the University,
Mr~. DePuv said.
However, Fred Chreist, UNM
registrar, said he could not
The allowance for SS numbers as remember any case in which his
identification began as early as 1961 office had to go that route.
HAYAY SHALOM
when Civil Service and the IRS
began using the numbers. In 1964,
Recorded Message
the SSA approved a provisio't · He agreed that, "theoretically",
Phone 296·8568
allowing schools to have students UNM could deny admission to a
student not listing a SS number
since it is one of the requirements
for admission, along with transcripts and test scores.

By Rebekah Szy01anskl
There is . nothing .really outstanding about this building, The
architecture
is
innocent
enougl).:...no elaborate engravings
on the outside walls; no menacing
words over the entrances. It i& just a
gray brick building. On the outside,
in thin metal letters, .is the name,
"New Mexico Central Credit
Union."
·
·
This building is so ordinary
·looking that it's deceiving. Because
in it is contained files upon files of
personal- and impersonar information on every person .in New
Mexico who has ever held credit.
The amount of information on
file and the extent to which the
• Credit Bureau has gone to gather
that information is unnerving.

85-70 -
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HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR

tn?ro ""n

Specials
Mon. -Fri.
All Drinks

2Forl
5-8pm

Shrimp
Cocktail
81.00

A Fine Dri11king Establishment
•

FOR .SOCIAL SECURITY AND W PURPilSE/JHOT FOR

He said UNM has been using the
numbers "for quite a few years and
UNM is able to· continue using··
cannot foresee any ·change in the students' SS numbers as idenpolicy unless its standing is changed tification aespite the 1974 Privacy
bylaw.
Act because they have required it
on forms since before 1971 and
Chreist said it is estimated it because the decision to ·use the
would cost about $100 thousand to numl:ler systems was decided upon
convert all the numbers on folders by the UNM legal entity-the
plus the e11pense of reprogrammin~ ~ reg~~ts-not by an administrative
the computers.
dec1s1on.
·
Not all students are satisfied with
By Rebekah Szymanski
However, Dt,. Don Morrison, the .system, however, and the New
The
Social Security number-it
chairman of Computer and Mexico Civil Liberties Union
was
originally
created to protect the
Information· Sciences, said there reports "lots" of .complaints
individual.
·But
what has happened
would be "no new cost" to start a against UNM's policy alone.
thcr
past
40
or
so years since the
over
log assigning each new student a NMCLU's cooperating attorney,
number. It would cost, he said, Michael banoff; is working on Social Security Act was passed is
when students wanted their records ways to revise the system in general quite the opposite of what Congress
twenty years hence and couldn't in a way which will avoid the had initially intended.
remember their number, causing courts.
the need for a search.
Here at UNM, the number is
. As an aaded note on SS numbers:
The SSA says more than 200 almost sacred to the student.
Dr. Morrison said there are three million of the nine-digit numbers Without it, he is unable to check
main reasons why people who have been assigned with 77 per cent out any materials from the library,
manage large files like to use SS of the possible numbers still get an athletic lD, receive financial·
numbers: They are easier to sort, available.
_aid, vote in any on-campus electhey almost eliminate the problem
tions, receive medical aid from the
of name changes, and they are more
They report few duplications of Health Center, enroll, disenroll and
retainable because they are easier to numbers, except for one major on and on ad infinitum.
remember.
problem. It ·seems a wallet
The possibility for anyone to
manufacturer included a fake SS obtain this "private" number is
· .card in a line of wallets and SO to
increased each time the number is
··'too persons, thinking it was thei.r ' added
to. another one of the dozens
· own, have. been using the same
of
forms
and records it is presently
identical number ever since. The
required
to
be listed on. ·
SSA is still trying to Untangle 'the
mess.
Recently the LOBO attempted to
see how much it could find out
about a person simply through the
use of a Social Security n11mber.

SS Numbers Unlock Privacy·

BIRKENSTOCKS~ DONT FIT LIKE

Ride The

SHOES:THEV DONT FIT LIKE SANDALS.
THEY FIT L~KE FOOTPRINTS.
'

With most sandals and shoes you need a close fit so
··
your foot won't slip around.
But with Birkeristocks, you keep the straps loose, so
your f~et can move comfortably. Yet they won't slip around
or fall off. The cork innersole is molded to fit your feet.
It feels like walking on a smooth beach.'
If you need more convincing, ask someone who wears
them. Then come see us and try on a footprint of your own.
•'

~
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Earth
Shoe
Coronado Center
293-6530

ID~NTIFICATION

This person's gross income for
the past seven years could be
determined by writing to the
Internal Revenue Service center
where the person filed his returns.
It was also possible to determine
this person's gross income by .
calling his place of employment and
simply asking. The company did
not ask for the person's Social
Security number before it revealed
the information. It also volunteered
the departments in the company
which that person had previously
worked for and where to write in
order to get the gross income on
this person for the . years the
companv did not have on record.

FRYE
BOOTMAKERS SINCE 1863

It is possible for the New Mexico
Central Credit Union to know for
instance, how many times per week
a person does his laundry, what
that person's · favorite alcoholic
beverage is or who that peron may
be living with at any" particular
time.
The process for gathering this
· information is known as "skip
tracing.'' It .is done on people who
have' neglected to pay QP on a
delinquent account and who have
possibly moved in order to escape
paying. The "skip tracer" will
phone friends, neighbors, relatives,
former employers-anyone connected with that person-usually
saying that they are a friend trying
to get in touch with the missing
person. "The trick when you're

0

skip tracing is that y.ou can't tell the spouse.
;I>
'C
person on the phone who you are,"
As soon as a person develops 2J
said a credit union employee who
credit,
the credit bureau starts filing ~
asked that his identity be withheld.
"You can't say you're from the information on him. The basic • :_
credit union. You say, 'Hey look, information contained on file by· ~
that person's a friend of mine, I the credit bureau's computers are -.t
need to get in touch with him. The such things as: 'l_ame, age, social
··theory is that you can't get caught security number, date· of birth,
lying, You'd be ·surprised how marital status, length of time at
much people will tell you about that previous and. current address in and
out of state, place of employment,
person you're·skip tracing."
place of previous employment (in
"There are two open numbers at and ·out of state), monthly salary
the credit bureau. You give these and all places the person has ever
numbers to people if they say the held credit.
person you're after isn't there at
For all accounts that have ever
that time. You say, 'Have them call been opened, the credit bureau files
me at this number when he gets this information: the day the acback.' The people answering these count was opened, the day it was
phones at the credit union just say reported, the tightest balance that
'Hello'. So when the person calls was ever held, the current balance,
back they don't know who they've the type of account it is (injust reached. And basically; when stallment, open or revolving) and
that person calls b'ack, he's calling the amount that is paid into the
to his death," the source said.
account each month.
~

There are also elaborate files on
persons who have not skipped
paying their bills, who have purchased anything on credit at one of
the major d!lpartment stores in the
state, who have eve~. received
medical treatment, or who have
ever bought anything on credit
from anyone of the 8000 members
of the credit bureau. They are also
on file if they have ever been
arrested for a felony, "but not
usually a misdemeanor," if they
have ever been married, divorced,
ever filed for divorce or ifthey have
ever been 'separated from their

Based on this information the
bureau then gives that p!)rson a
rating.
Often times a person may have
more than one fil~. He might spell
his first name more than one way,
or he might go by a nickname. The
computer will usually then have two
separate files on that person.
The information gathered on a
person might even be· false, incorrect or incomplete. "It all
depends on who is filing the information."

The County Court House
released, without asking for the
Social Security number, this
person's party affiliation and when
this person had registered.
Traffic violations for the past
two years were vol uriteered by the
Albuquerque Police Department,.
when the Social Security number
and name were provided. Criminal .
records would not be released
unleis the person provided written
consent.
The Dept. of Motor Vehicles fn
Santa Fe released a certified copy of
all of this person's traffic violations
after a letter was written to Santa
Fe with $1.10 enclosed.

BOOTS

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
Data Systems. Divisions of Gulton Industries, 1nc., , is seeking
graduates with degrees in Electrical Engineering (BSEE or
MSEE).

Date Systems Division offers the challenge of Space/ Aerospace R
& D, competitive wages, excellent fringes, and the opportunity of
living and working in Albuquerque.
·

-

The first three digits of the
number indicate where the card was
issued, the middle two show the
particular county it was issued in
and the last four reveal the person's
name, The LOBO was able to learn
whose Social SecuritY number it
was an<;! where this person's present
address is.

10%
OFF

Data Systems Division is one of 17 stateside divisions of multinational Culton Industries, -Inc., anc~ has been a stable
Albuquerque empk yer for over 20 years.
•
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Graduates interested in a personal interview shopld forward a resume to Personnel, P.O .. Box 8345,
Albuquerque, NM, 87108, or call Bob ~achtell at (505)
299-7601, Ext. 246, for an interview appomtment.
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In Fir$t Major Meet.·

.

W..C?.!!!erl Harriers §P..~f.~I!}~!.."!S.~~"~!~J!!~!!.YS [-·
z
~

It was the second jewel of track's
triple crown, but )t was several
UNM women who did the spadding
in last week's prestigious Kansas
Relays.
. .
·
A ''shocked" Julie Malone
grabbed first p!ace honors when she
Coach Tony Sandoval said Anita
leaped18-0Y:. inthelongjump..
Marsland ·was on the verge of
"It was fantastic," Malone said, "s\licid<;" when she just .missed
adding "I thouglJt a jump of 19 feet clearing' 5-6, which would have .
would win.· I just' want. to keep . given her first place in tqe high
improvi!lg now."
jump.
'
Tecla Chemabawi couldn't keep
But Marsland's jump of 5-5 was
. ·up with fellow Olympian Wendy good enough for second place.
Head Coach Barbara Butler said,
Knudson of Colorado State in the
800-meter run ;~nd finished third "If Anita had had more experience
· with a time of 2:05.
she would have won, and if Tecla
Susie Vigil was right behind her would have had more experience,
with a fourth-place finish that was she would have won.''
timed in 2:06.9, .7 off her personal
This was the first really big meet
best. ·
·
of this year's- outdoor season for
It was the "Flash", Cindy Ash- the UNM women.
by, with a fifth-place finish and a
The mile relay team of L;~urie
personal best time of2:09.
Gilliland, Nanci Duhigg, Donna

Starting the week on Wednesday night, the SUB Theatre will show Pick1
pocket. This film is directed by Robert Bresson, who happens to be one of
cinema's most visual directors. The film is the psychological study of a
thief. It starts with a thief's first pick'pocket and explores the criminal
psyche, the art of being a pickpocket and the ultimate freedom and
liberation that the thief finds i!l.J?~ison.
On Thursday night the SUB Theatre will show Richard the Third. Sir
Laurence Olivier directs, produces and stars in this .film based on the
classic play by literature's greatest bard, William Shakespeare.
On Friday night the SUB Theatre will show Luchino Visconti's The
Damned. Visconti, an important Italian filmmaker, directs this film which.
probes the soul of Germany on the eve of the Nazi takeover. Dirk Bogarde
and Ingrid Thulin star in this film.
To round out the week and also the semester, the SUB Theatre will show
the comedy western Cat Ballou. Jane Fonda and Lee Marvin star in this
hilarious western about a good girl gone bad in order to save the good
name of her family. Lee Marvin plays an alcoholic gunfighter who, with
the help of his drunken horse, make this a western worth seeing.
As always, films in the SUB Theatre are just $1. Showings are at 7 and
9:15p.m. ·
Hope you all have a nice summer and happy viewing.

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
IS LOOKING FOR
4 GOOD PEOPLE

Earnings:
Our top 25 agents averaged $118,170.00
Our top 500 agent!'> averaged $41,722.00

Inflation Hedge:
Income of. NML Agents' has increased by
almost 60% in the last 10 years.

Informal Interview:
Call for an informal interview over a cup
of coffee with
.

I

Duml & the ffitnanzt marimba Ensemble

Two-Da.Y fi•sta Rolls In
readings throughout the two-day
event.

The annual Fiesta comes to .the·
UNM campus tomorrow and
Friday starting at 11 a.m .. and
ending at midnight each day.
Tl),ursday night's featured
performers should draw some
interest from the Univers.ity
community. The Dumi and the
professional status as their first
Minanzi Marimba Ensemble will be album
·was scheduled for release
playing tnditional and . con- this· month on Voyager Records.
temporary African music.

We're a 8 billion dollar financial in,
stitution with over 100 years experience
in the field.

,,

,

The opening day will also include
such acts as Teatro de Ia Lucha,
Flann;~gan & McMurphy, Cascabel,
Beto y Beto, Spur of the Moment,
Cobra, Bob & Ed and Los Chavos.
Los Chavos, a fine ·Latin rock
band, will be tlte backup band for
the headliners.

The ensemble is one of the
Northwest's most colorful, e~citing
and popular musical attractions.
The group is Jed by Dumisani
Maraire of Zimbabwe (Rhodesia),
.Africa, 'His troupe plays- exciting
African marimba music 'and
features singing, dancing and.
drumming.

Their
repertoire includes
traditional pieces based on old
musical ,forms, traditional story
songs and original compositions.
Their infectious style of music is
great for those who want to listen
and those who want to dance.'

Friday's tentative schedule includes Rancherita, Junior Uhuru
Sasa dancers, UNM Jazz Band,
Joel Jojola (possible), The Acoustjc
Jazz Group, Ricardo Zuniga,
Frank Lerner, Curiosity, Fancy
Dancers from IAIA with the
Morning Star Singers and Lumbre
del Sol.
·

The Minanzi Marimba Ensemble
consists of musicians that Dumi
gathered from his various classes.
They
have
now
reached

Kicking off the fiesta on
Thursday is the Mariachi Nuevo
Tapatio with the Ballet Folklorico.
There will be speakers and poetry

Salsa Alacran will be the final
group for the Fiesta. Studenta are
expected to cut classes and bask in
the sun while experiencing the
festive occasion.

WILLIAM E.EBEJ'.,cr.u,General Agent

Festival of Hispanic· Dromo Coming

292-2830
M,magl'ml'nt opportunities will be available
within the nPxt 18 month~.

The Qlaet Company
NMl NOIITHWESJfRN MUTUAL lifE

'·

GENERAL
•

G PARTS

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Toyc;»ta·- Datsun
Porsche -· VW
•.

Complete Volkswagon Machine Shop

'

A year ago the Spanish Repertory
Company of New York made a
highly successful stop at the
University of Albuquerque during
their national tour of La Celestina,
one of the glories of Spanish
literature. Jose Rodriguez, their
leading actor, fell in love with New
Mexico, and its people. He says "I
wanted to return." And he did.
Rodriguez, the first Latin·
American to graduate from the
·Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in
London, has been teaching a course
in Theater Arts in Spanish and
directing two plays for the
Multicultural Education Program
at the UniversitY of Albuquerque.

Garcia Lorca in my opinion the
greatest
~odern . Spanish
playwright." "Los T1teres de
.Cachiporra," .·(The Bil.ly-Club
Puppets) a youthful expenment of
Lorca, can be seen as a "spoor' of
that romantic and extremely ornate
drama which do11_1inated t~e
Spanish stage dunng Lorca s
apprenticeship. It is filled with the·
stock characters of. the popular
puppet theater of Spam-the young
lovers, the lecherous villain, the
impecunious father who must
martY. his daughter off to be saved
from ruin, etc...-and deals with
the difficulties that young love must
surmount in order to trium~h.

more rewarding than a close study
of D~n.;erlimplin Con Belisa en Su
Jardm, the second .of the plays to
be p~rformed. It 1.s a .s~ory of
changmg moods and 1~enht1es as an
old, shy bachelor, 1s f~rced to
marry, because of loneliness, a
v?luptuous. ~irl w~ doesn't l<.lVe
h1m. Reahz1~g th1~ an~ havmg
fallen maqly 111 love, he mvents a
loverfor.her in order to teach her
the meamng of love.

The two plays will be presented
during a Festival of Hispanic
Drama
sponsored by the
~ulticultural Education ·Program
at the University of Albuquerque's
Fine Art Center, the weekend of
"To the lover of 'pure' theater," Apr. 29, Apr. 30, and May 1. Other
"The plays," says. Rodriguez,
"are two one acters by Federico says Rodriguez, "nothing would be plays presented during the festival
, will be: "Vejigantes" by Francisco
----~-~--~~----------------- Arrivi, performed by Highlands
Univeristy and "No Saco Nada de
llolco't . . . . . .ou ...................
•
Ia Escuela" by Luis Valdez, performed by a group of high school
students
from
Portales.
"Vejigantes'' deals with conflicts
caused by racial prejudice against
the setting of Mardi Gras in Puerto
Rico. "No Saco Nada de Ia
Escuela," written by Luis Valdez of
the Teatro Campesino, examines
the problems encountered by many
young ·chicanos in the public
schools.
•• J
The Festival promises to b.e an
'IIIIA.I..
'enlightening and enjoyable evening
for everyone. English synopses
available for all perform;~nces.

WANT
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Tbis film column is the last one of the semester, and the last one for me.
Hope you all continue to support the fUm committee and 1 hope this
column has been a helP. to fellow film freaks. So with no further ado,
here's to the movies.

',

.
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By Miguel Gandert
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SUB Theatre
Film Guide
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Pancho Villa

2935 Monte \Tista NE 265•3681
•

•

For· more information and
reservations call831·1lll ext. 318 •

produced· a third-place finish in a
time .of 4:00.1 with Joseph and
Duhlgg running personal-best
quarters, of 58.7 and ..S9.S respectively.
Sandoval s&id the UNM women
''be&t a lot of super people .. It was
like a carnival. Wewereple&sed.''
It had rained the first d&y and
"they were throwing the j&velin in a
lake of mud," Sandovalsaid.
· Even though she did not place
against her top-level competition,
Debbie Davis, who is also known
for throwing basketballs, threw. the
discus 123-9 and estasblished a new
UNM record. .
The UNM 440. relay team of
Lynette Gutierrez, Cindy ·Hagg,
Karen Cunninghame' and Joseph,
grabbed fourth-place honors in a
time of 50.2, bJlt Sandoval said, "J
think they missed us when they
timed us because we werP right

of us in 48 seconds."
Hagg and. Guiterrez also com·
peted iri. th.e 100-yard dash and
accomplished times of 11.1 and
11.3 tespecti¥ely.
Lucille Jones, blisters and all, ran

Malone was imprel>sed by the size
of the crowd th&t showed up, &nd · 00
said that .(o the people there "the tl
meet was a big thing. Both sides of
the stands were fillecl.l'd like to see -<
t""
thathappen in New Mel!:ico."
0

0"
0

Mr.·.oe mons
4.50 OFF on Cuts

Special: Shampoo and Set $6.00
with Student ID
Good Tues-Fri

Call for Appointments
505 MarotJette NW
243-4024

·Men· Netter$ Split ·Weekend Play

· By Carol Pavletich
·
·
The UNM tennis team split
victories this weekend, losing to
e
West Texas State, 5-4, in Saturday's match and beating Southern
Colorado S-4, in Sunday's contest.
The It~bos lost· numbers one,
two, four and five singles to West .
Texas, and dropped number three
doublesin the match.
UNM netters Jay Penny and
Mike Palmer won their singles
matches Saturday, and Tim Garcia
and Jeff Chavez beat Bob Kleincke
The Lobos·were up .on Southern
and Bret Hall in number one Colorado 4-2 after singles, but.
doubles, 6-3, 6-1, while Ronnie handed the doubles victories to
Wheeler and Penny put away Jay Colorado, when Gary Wheeler arid
Goss and Doug Davis, 6-7, 2-6, 6-4, Mike Owen lost to Carry Bradley
for number two doubles.
and Doug Reichley 4-6, 6-7 in
The match between the Lobos number one doubles, and Penny
and West Texas was close with and Ronnie Wheeler lost 4-6, 3•6 to
both Chavez and Gary Wheeler Ron Ellison and Marc Cosea, in
losing their singles matches in the number three doubles.
last.Ji!!h \'l:'itltS-4, ~\<;,breakers. • .. , .• , Jerry Wheeler ,\l"d ~a.J~er ga~e
The Lobos lost to West Texas the Lobos their only vtctory m
twice this season, but defeated the doubles Sunday, beating their
Texas team earlier in the year.
Colorado opponents in two s.ets, 6Sunday's match was an easy 4, 6-3, good enough to wm the
contest for the Lobos although the match with acne game edge.
.
5-4 score may indicate a 'tighter · Palmer was the only. Lobo player
match.
to go undefeated in both singles and.

Baseball
Protest
Upheld
· The UNM baseball team
·will have to replay part of its
Apr. 9 game against Arizona
State because Western Athletic
Conference officials honored
the Sun Devils' protest of the
'
game.

·.

Thursday at 7 p.m. in Tempe, Ariz., the Lobos will pitch
to the 'Devils with ASU runners on first and third base,
two outs in the seventh inning
and the Lo~s ahead 2-1.
UNM. bact appru;ently won'
the game 2-1 on Apr. 9 when
ASU runner Hubie Brooks was
called out when 'Devil third
· base• coach Jim Brock had
,alle$edly interfered with. the
· 'Lobos' chance to put Brooks
'out. Brock had pushed another
ASU runner, Brandt Humphrey, who had fallen while attempting, to score ahead of
Brooks. Humphrey got up and
was tagged out, but Brooks
crossed home. plate scoring
what would have been the
tying run•
Following the replay of the
disputed call, the Lobos will
begin a thr~·game series with
the Arizona State club.

doubles on Saturday and Sunday.
Lobo Head Coach Tim Russell said
Palmer bad been sick earlier in the
season, but added that he was
"working him back into form."
The Lobo squad is not yet in top
playing condition due .to. injuries
an~ sickn~ss. Players .m1ssmg some
action th1s seas~n mclude . Gary
Wheeler, Garc1a and J 1mmy
Altamirano;
..
. . .
Wheeler IS suffermg back 111JUnes
and Garcia missed Sunday's match
due to a shoulder problem.
Altamirano underwent knee
surgery last week for torn
ligaments.
Russell feels the Lobos chances
for the WAC title depend a lot on
the physical condition of the team
from this point on, and their court
performance.
.
.·
•
The Lobo)> play New MeXIcO
Sta~e ~niversity ~d Colorado
UmvefS!ty at home th1s weekend as
a tune;up for the WA~ matc~es the·
followmg we~k a;llamst Bngham
Yo~ng. U01vers1ty
and the
UmveiSJty of Utah.
.
. .
The Lobos ru;e now I0-6 for the
season, and 1-t m conference play.

Levrs

12.99
on ·all styles
at the

For 1977·78 Squad

Pepsters ·Clinic

~et

CBHBRAL
STORZ
8117 Menaul NE
111 Har\lard SE

The UNM Cheerleaders are starting a clinic this Wednesday for those
men and women interested in trying out for a spot on the squad.
·
The three-year-old organization is making an attempt at rejuvenating
crowd spirit and participation at UNM games.
The cheerleaders consist of five men and five women trying to promote
organized yeiling and participation from the crowd, through cheers,
acrobatics, double stunts and pyramids.
The stunts,' acrobatics and pyramids are used to gain audi(:nce attention,
and once captivated, the large megaphones l!Jld loud yells are directed at
the crowd to get them involved.
.·,
Lobo fans are starting to react to the efforts of the Cheerleaders,
however, it doesn't sound like USC or ot,J yet, not during football games

•

anruthasketball is a, different story, and crowd participation is more than
· an1ple in the pit. If the fans could only generate the same sorf of "Wolf
Pack Pride" at the stadium, UNM might eVen gain a collegiate aura.
The Cheerleaders take two or three road trips during the football season
and four or five trips during basketball. The UniversitY finances their expenses for uniforms 1 and room and board on road trips.
.
The squad practices three times a week for an hour or mo,re at each practiCe, and attends all of the home football and basketball games. ..
·
'No special talents are requir~d to be a cheerleader, just ba~ic coo~
dination and a good nature1 because the team doesn't always wm and,It
can·be tough, when 18,000 persons are upset at the refs. You have to smile
a lot and move fast,nr you could get maced! ·
·
. : • .·
If anyone is interested, clinic will be held in. Carlisle Gym a~ 7 P·~·
Wed.-Thurs., and at 10 a.m. Sat!U'd.ay mormng. try-outs will be m
.
University' Arena Sunday at 2 p.m., and will be open to the public. '

Come Fly With Us ...
Wh~t A Challenge!!
Pef~Ce Corps *Vista
On Campus May 2-4
Sign Up Now For Interview

v

Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School Building
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Kinney's

Weather .••..•.. 243-1371
Time. & Temp •.•. 247-1611

-t

·Up

By Dolores Wood
"I'm probably. the mayor of the largest city with a
This year, for the first time, Mayor Harry Kinney's · listed number,'' he said. "I think it is. a service.
phone number appeared on . the stickers the Whether it i!i the wr0ng time as far as politics, 1 am
Albuquerq11~ Water and Sewer Division sends out.
not the _one to ask."
.
Kinney denies the number !lllli any connection to his
Kinney may have gotten more than he bargained
candidacy in the mayoral election next fall.
for, 'however, because he estimates he has been
"The fa~*.that it happens in an election year-I am recei~ing fromlO to IS calls a day.
not a politician, 'I am· an engineer by profession,
"One person who is on welfare called to say that
Everybody around will tell you I am cOJie of the least
some
kids were picking on her. Another called to say . ·
political mayors."
she
doesn:t
want the bus~ to go down l,.omas," he
Every year, as a. public service, the water division
said.
sends stickers with the water biJis. The stickers· hav.e
He said he is not worried about the number of calls
traditionaliy c0ntained non-political numbers such as
those for time and temperature and the emergency and he may get because ''I am getting paid to be acnon-emergency police numbers.
cessible."

MAYOR KINNEY
Off: 766-7550 Res:· 831-3140
City Council. .... 766-7110
Non-Emerg. Police. 243,-770·1
ALL EMERGENCIES .

N~mber's

911

•

Peace Corps * V
Senior-Grads ...
Sign Up N·ow For
Your Interview!

Hospital Neglect Evident
In -Bicycle Theft Case
If Guards Ignore Duty
.

.

Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School Bldg.

Info Booth:
Student Union •

•--•By Leone! Ceniceros~--------------------------_.
My husband is employed at BCThe lay; has been chang~ sa that v.alid claim write Risk Management
MC. While at work, his. 10-speed in many cases the government has Division, Department of Finance
bicycle was stolen from . the rack allowed itself to be sued and has and Administration, 403-A State
next to the emergency room en- required its 'agencies to insure Capital Building, Santa .Fe 87503.
trance ·(his bicycle was locked; the themselves,
chain was cut and left for him). The
theft was rep()rted to APD, the
In your case it is not clear what
UNM policeand.BCMCsecurity.ls you. consider the negligence that
there any legal action he can take was involved on the part of the
against BCMC for his loss (He con- security guards. You would
siders the .loss wa!! due to negligem:e probably have to show that they
on the part of BCMC Security failed to carry out some specific
Guards)?
duty and that is was forseeable
·that
this breach would lead to the
The common law used to be that loss of
the bicycle.
governmental agencies could not be
sued since they were part of the
The main questions are to what
government and were covered un- extent does BCMC have to go to
der the doctrine of sovereign im- protect its parking lot and bicycle
munity, "the king can do no racks and did it carry 0 ut its duty in
wrong.-''
this case.
·

MESA CHICANA.
Association Of Chicano
Graduate. Students

ELECTIONS-M~y 14th

· The

Nominations for President, Vice
President, Sec. Treasurer and
Executive Committee mem hers
are being accepted

College
IDA

Deadline May 1st
Call294-6554 • 265-9324

If you believe that you have a

eBoot

now
being taken for
the summer and
fall session.

COPIES

PADDED COLLAR
&. ankle -for comfort
and protection.

Pool, Air
Conditioned,
Good food.
Maid Service
303 Ash $t. N.E.

•

POSTAL@)
INSTANT
PRESS
2818 Central S.E.

f 1!:,:::;::.:;-- PADDED TONGUE
closing for ·
protection.

FULLY
LEATHER
LINED for
inside -..
comfon.

Classlfleds
Albuquerquo, Hm 87131.

.

""" ·s,..'\,.'-:.·
,.:;......•.......
•,..
..t"'1;"1-

ALBUQUERQUE PRESCHOOL COOP ERATl VE,

CONTACTS?1 CASEY OP:riCAL Company, 255·
87)6. tfn
'
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, !,D, Photo,. Lowe,l

pric_es in town, Fast, pleaSing, Call26S-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
A LIMITED number 9f back issues Of the _LOBO are
available for 10 cen1s a copy in room U1, Marrori
Hall. lfn

· OKIES featuring foot-long hot dogs, only ~5 cents,
II·) dally. 4/29
FINAL EXAM INFORMATION;

History 102

Marrone (M) se~tlons to be given al- aU classes ne"t
week. A~tepdance mandatory. 4/28
IF YOU _HAVE two academic rears remaining at
UNM (graduate or undergraduate) and are charting
your future, why not get SIOO.OO a month by joininS
AFROTC, After your two years the real ·payoff is an
Air Fore~ commission and a great wayoflife,Jnquire
now at the Department of _Aerospace Studies, 1901
Las Lomas, 277--4502, 4129
WOULD LIKE TO ORGANIZE synchro swim club.
Interested? .Call Mike, 277-3231, after6 p.m. 4129
AGORA, UNM's student eris.is center•. We'll ·listen.

606 Candel~ri~ N, w_, PareQt-run school, -profession!ll
·teachers. Accep~lng. ~ppHcations for fall-morning
pre~school; anernoon kindergarten. Summer
program-two ·J-week sessio_n~;. June 20-July 8; July
1J,..Ju!y :G~i 9:~Q·noon -Tuesday_, Wednesda)'-,
Thursday, Call344.0389, 4128
·
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST: proofing, editing,

_medical,

legal,

man_uscripts.

general, 266·

4770. 4/29
GUITAR LESSONS, Beginning tO intermediate from
UNM guitar major, 247-3574. 4/29 ·
SPANISH TUTORING to combat instructor

Lost & Found

LOST: WJRE FRAME prescription glasses .. (f found,
plcasecall Tom, 898·5855. 4/28
LOST: 3 1110. o_ld puppy, bh!c~ with white chest and
chin. 242·1294. 4129
·
LOST; BROWN SIJEDE JACKET, probably left on
Mall, 4/21/77. Please return to Marron Hall, rm.
Ill. Reward. 4129
LOST: female, 7 months old, M Shepherd, !41 Husky,
black with white markings. Reward. Call 24321(!6. 4/29
LOST: 2l y_ear Qld Cajun mun-hound; black fur,
mustache, Fideaux. 247-1611. 4/27

EXAMS. Prepare now, Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842-

5200. tfn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, zm; San Pedro
S.E., 26S-033S. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,

amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 100'/o
dis~ount for students with ID's, Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4/29

TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on·campus.
296-8564.

4129

-

SERVE ln the Peace Corps! Call277-5907 after 3;)0
P.M. 4/29
TYPING, EDITING, Call Kim: 266·9037. 4/29
TYPING, 1st quality, 883-7787, tfn
EDITORIAL· SERVICES •. Do you want professional

help•.in editing your dissertation? Or Writing a
·proposal or report? Ca11 Harvey Frauenglass,
Professional Commuilicatlon Service, 344·8344 or
4129

265·5689.

WITH TJ-JE AID of hypnosis ·you cail approach
finals calmly and confidently. Cynthia Ning, hyp.
noti•t, 292·2565.

4/29

•

Fot Sale
FiNEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sets.

APRIL CLOSE OUTS: selected speakers, reCeivers,
amplifiers, tape-decks; new, demo, used, To 500Jo
off. Marantz, Pioneer, AR, ESS, etc. Hi·Fi House,
)011 Monte Vista N.E. (near UNM). 255·
1694, 4129
COMPLETE RACQUETBALL EQUIPMENT at

discount

pri~es.

The Bike Shop, new location, 811

YaleS.E. Call842-9100. 4/29

THE BIKE SHOP specials: thorn resistant tubes,
$2.50 each; Citadelloeks, $13,95, 4/29
'75 KAWASAKI KE 125. Loaded, 21" frontend, full

knobbics, new S&W shoek:s, Bassani expansion
chamber ... quick, gaod handler••• have all street legal
BEAUTIFUL 1953 DODGE. Special original paint,
4129
FENDER RHODES suit~ase electric piano: exc~llenl
condition, $875.00 negotiable. Call fo1ike, 299-3265,
after 6:00. 4/28
whtands, $500.00. Call John, 294-7)62 after
6:00. 4128
NICE THREE BEDROOM HOUSE with study, TV·

room, income-apt., UNM-BCMC area. 256·
9461.

4/29

'

/
VIBRAM"' LUG
SOLE AND HEEL
with double midsole
for support and
traction.

WINDJAMMER 11, damiiged, no
255·7332.

STOP DUE TO DIVORCE. Brand new c)assic Ill

'68 · VW CAMPER; new parts, -runs well, 242·
7640.

4129

1968 'VW BEETLE, AM/fM radi9, steel bell r.adials,
2 mag wheels, tuned ~xhaus\, .run$ great, Call 299·

Jimi says

11

You really oughta buy this." Call

TWO DYNACO SCA·BOQ ~ten:o amplifiers,. Fender
Telecaster gUitar. Bill, 88J·167Si Chris, ';!965695. 4/29
SAMOYED PUPPY. 266-0689 after 5;00 p.m. 4129
19'' COLOR PORTABLE TV, $175.00 cash, l66·
6428. 4/27
SA).E: DARK FURRY Krot Sac. wilh mustache, 21

yrs., needs constant abuse, inquire at P1.1ck Pond. 4127

For Rent
NEED MELLOW.FEMALE ROOMIE by May I for

large trailer. $92.50 per. Call298-7349, after 5. 4/27
FEMALE ROOMMATE: wanted arpund May 1st,
share large three bed(oom home close to UNM. with
extras, Rent and utilities, SUS.OO a month. Trish,
843-6150. 4/29
KIDS/PETS FINE! Quiet two bedroom, central air.

green yard, $160.00, 262·1751, Valle)' Rentals, S20.0C)
fee.

4/29

ENJOY YOURSELF. Finer three~bedrQom, fenced
yard, kids, pels. -$200.00, 262-1751, Valley Rentals,

262·175 I.

'

I

4/29

DO A 5 ME 0 I
R I L!. E L A WN
0 LGA AR AT
NE AR~ T
ERECT5 F RE
H EIE D Ct'A

.

.

•

LA5
C R APE
R0 U5 E
ENDE 0
E5
D LE0

''11"1'1'''

OPENS E~D SENSE
R I N G T.A K E A "
A T TA.LE
WA L L S WA R M E R
HURR I CANE L EA5 E
AV A I L NAP A N ! T E
L E NT0
D I E D C L 0 D•
FA K E R S L E D E 5 P Yj

13 Actress
Diana---·
19 Wanton look
24 Certain colleges: Informal
26 Partaker of
a meal
28 •;·-· is mel"
30 Soak
31 Yugoslavian
republic
32 future user
33 Virus
34 Eight: Prefix
35 Appear
graceful
37 1/20 of a
plasler
38 llalian city
40 Bandleader
--- Lewis

256·9305.

56 Basic core
57 Progress .In
sequence
59 Sea birds
62 Rhodesia's
Smith

ro-~T.r~~~

4/29

FEMALE TO SHARE two-bedroom 11partment near
W;l.shjnst~l!-l!.l)d_Loma_s. Qff~str~_t,.:par_~i~g,_la~ndry,

IS~Aug.

IS.

PART·TIME JOB: sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Possible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franczyk,
C.L.U. 292·2830. 4129
SUMMER WORK for college students: $400.00 a.
month, 75 openings. Ca11294·2064. 255-2337. 4/21}

c

-

.

Louisiana, huge tied room. 5120.00. 266-3448, 4/29
SUMMER SESSION Housing ~contracts are
available at Housing Collections Office in La Posada
Dining Hall,'2r1ci floor. 4/29

------

z

PART TIME HELP WANTED: Sales clerk &

s::

stocking. Must be Over 21, graduate students only•
Apply in person. no phone calls. Save-Way Liquor
Srore, _5704 Lomas Blvd. ~.E. 4/29

....z

Interview, Crossroads Motel, 242~27S7. 4/27

PARTTIME DESK CLERK: weekend hours. Call for
ELEMENTARY STATISTICS TUTOR needed now!
\Viii pay well. Call266·l764. 4/.29

WORKSTUDY STUDENT needs job 1 full or parttime during Summer. Judy, 243-6995. 4/29

4/29

DRAFTSMAN/DESIGNER NEEDED ·to draw
HVAC & solar energy systems. Experience & local
references preferred."' 40 hrs/week, $3.25-$4,50/hr.
m-t232. 4/29

Ttavel
GO PLACES with the Peace Corps. Call 277-5907

arter3:30 p.m. 4/29
RIDERS WANTED to Alamogordo weekends. Suej
24)·7203, 277-5451. 4/29
DRIVERS FILE FREEl Share expenses, Call

Intetcontinenlal TraVel Centre ·at Rideline, 265·9860,
296-5288. 4129

CHARTER FLIGHTS (over 7,000), Eurail passesj
information and rides available at Jnter~ontinental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd. SEt Suite L. 25S·
6830, 2.96-5288. 4/29

LOW COST TR1PS to ports and villages fn lhe:South
Pacific. Free catalogue: Ooodman's- OoodTravel
Tours, Dept. NM, 5332 College Ave.~ Oakland. CA
94618. 4129

BonY ·BUENO~ Over 1~0 natural batk products,
oa,tural .shampoos, amino acid condldoocr!, body
oils, perfume oils, about SO different .scents, massageheadquarters with oils and lotrons, moisturizers and
skin care specialties~ hypo--allergenic .sOapt, .Lbo(a
5ponges~ natural bristle hair brushes and much
more.... 2910 Central S.E., 3 doors east or Girard on
Central. 4/2?
U.S.D.A, ESTIMATES the ''averilgeAmerican" will
consume 10 ·Jbs. of· food additives this- year. They
won't get it at the Morning Glory Cafe, featuring r~:al
rood, fresh vegetables, and chemical-free meats.
(Right behind the T,-iangle) 2.933 MOnic. Vista
N.E. 4/27
lJOT'SOX to complement your Birket1stocks. Doth at
Wild Rose, 2910 Central SE. 4129
PUJILIC MEET I NO. Subject: bl~e paths & skate

boards, Thursday1 April 2Bt 12:30·1;30,
4128

suo.

rm~

PRINT GALLStn:..

$6.50 $6.00
.

340.9

~

Ctnt,·ttl .V." E. !,,t;IS-·1 toJ

:::1,1b''£'"'~'~' :¥,',.. .'lk.d,a

Photo~Aphs

~.

Need Summer Storage?
Every .Size For Every Use

R~tes

As Low As 8.85 Month

Ten Minutes

From UNM

N.

4200 Bogan N.E.,

Woodcuts

\

Music By
Mike Bloomfield .
Je•JJelerll@'iJ
6:00
\\:; ........
Sh ow T .lmes. 2:00
4:00 7:55

I i) butterfield
YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE

A

Adult Film

Lithc~phs

Posters
Postca.rds

231C,

Students* *Teachers

(Albuquerque's newest .and most up·to
date self-storage facility

IN CARDINAL PLAZ:A
~41l SAN PE.DKO NE:.

1

FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM duplex apt., two
"blocks rrom UNM, -si9S,OO/month plus utilities, Call

\\UKit. l'lJI( a l:lcttcr worltl. Ap~1ly to the Peace
Corps. Call 277-5907 after 3:30P.M. 4/29

Saturday, April30,,,8:00 p.m.
POPEJOY HALL
.

277:..3711

I

53 -----fund
54 SomeGis
55 Cinders or
Logan

The. Storag• Place

Forlnfarmation:

.

fee, Valley Rentals, 262·1751. 4!29

. Employment

0

....

t

(

I

RENT WEEKLY! coz)' one bedroom, 525.00/wk.,
good area, no lease. $20.00 fee, Valley Rentals, 262·

·summer sublet. S7S.OO~SIOO.OO, May
2.92~3476 after:' p.m. 4/29

s::

_.......

t
.;'
I

41 Be in session
46 Golf stroke
48 Balances
49 Fathered
50 Deal with In
writing
52 Arrival is·
land

881·4141
Student Discount

Availab~e

.
.

s[

4/29

HOUSE WANTED. Need 2 or l·bedroom house for
·summer, dates flexible. 293·6277, 293·6593. 4129
ROOMS IN HOUSE on campus, all fadlities,

->

Tickets available at: Popejoy Hall Box Office
and Sub Box Office; Dillards In Win rock
Center; both LP. Goodbuy; both General
Stores; Record World in Montgomery Plaza;
rhe People's Choice in Rio Rancho; Candy
Man in Santa Fe.
·

'(

Tu<osqay's Pu~~le SQiv<od:

r.-r.-r.-r.-

\:
..

)..

•'
t'

WALK TO SCHOOL. Fully furnished one bedroom.
with air conditioning. $130.00, utilities paid, $20.00

time summer work, Company trafning, earil $60.00 a·
day, No travel, no night work1 exciting Corp. Must be
neat, sharp and mature. Start the day 'after. school

-MDUXTAIIfS.

.

UNITED Feature Syndicate •'
I
:

CALL TODAY. Spacious two bedroom, kids, pets
OK, $100.00, no lease. $20.00 ree, Valley Rentals,

SUMMER WORK. COLLEGE STUDENTS. Full

'The Hiker II by Vasque is built on American lasts to fit American teet. It is designed
tor rugged terrain with backpacks of 25 pounds or more and 'Constructed to ·provide ·
protection against rocks· from sole to ankle. Hiker's companion boot, the Gretchen 11,
is available in women's sites. For the professional fitting they require 1 stop in and
see us. The Hiker II 56B110 The Gretchen II ssgoo
'

(

••

$20.00 fee. 4/29
ALL UTILITIES PAID. Air conditioned lwo
bedroom, .$170.00. Kids, pets fine. 262-1751, Valley
Rentals. $2Q.OO fee. 4/29

finishes. 265-630),

2320 Central Ave. SE • 268-4876
Hours Monday thru Fridav 10·6 Saturday~---

2,5~-

Kirby and auachments, assume payments Of $7,47 a
mo., new warranty. 2SS-1S3S. 4/29
BANKRUPT STEREO. Just. bought out Phoenix EFFICIENCY, APARTMENT near UNM·TV I,
stereo stock. Everything must go at AOOJe-SOOJo off. available immediately. Air conditioning and off street
Receivers, tape cassettes, turntables, speakers; · parking. Rent, including utilities, 5100.00 per month.
Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Sherwood, etc. 255- Caii2S5·1855. 4/29

GOODYEAR WELT
with strong stitching,

BIVBBS

S45,00.

EFFICIENCY APT. nc~r UNM-TVI. available May
1. Tom Terrill Real Estate Co., 898-1254. 4/29
HOUSEMATE WANTED: near Lorna• and

Sl_NOER MACHINE: Sewing machine, not claimed.
Equipped to buttonhole, tig-.zag. Pay $19.00 & take
machine:. 25~~7534.,. 4129

'\

AMO

har~ware,

4/29

May t Tom Terrill Reai'EstateCo.,898~12S4. 4/29

4129

:::t

.'•

·

1964 VOLVO: besl offer, tall evenings, '243-

0

.

4/28

7234.

c

..

new needle. sounds good: 15,. speakers, SSO,OO. Call
Jeff, 277-4671.

2774918. 4/29
GIBSON SG STANDARD w/case, Call John, 2620909. 4129

-FULL SIZE BED, Other furniture, Must sell. Brenda,

•••
•

. An£ vening·With

4/29
AM·fM STEREO TURNTABLE In one: old mo~el,

$81.00.255-8498. 4129
•
·.
.
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT, summer,
campus, 560.00 single: $40.00 double. 243·
0066. 4129
1 BR APARTMENT at 116 Harvard S.E._ available

::D

A.S.U.N.M.
Popular EntertainJTient Committee
Presents

25~1464.

.

J

1751. 4/29

PEAVY 4-CHANNEL P.A., two Shure mics

753S.

265-34::J5

d:Jndilhm, hooker handles and sissy 'bar, $900.00,

3028, 4129

,:J:> ___
.--

243·2881

condition, auto·matle. $18$0.00.

1021 South San MateoSE. 266-83)2. 4/29
PHYSICS AND MATH TUTORING, experienced
gr~du~1e student. 247-3416. 4129

25 mpg hwy,36,000 miles. 256·9461.

I~SAT-MCAT

exc~llent

8425. 4/29
1970 VW SQUAREBACK, 60,000 miles, $950.00.
242-94$5. 4/29"
GIBSON ELECTRIC·ACOUSTIC ES·I25T. ·Rare.

gear, $450.QO.l45·6l94. 4128

Services

OPEL-GT:

843·9642, 8~~-3412. 4129
SQNY CASSETTE REGORDER, 2 Pan ..onic
speakers, $100.00, 266-~107, . 4127
FOR SALE: BUFFALO SKULL_, $40.00, Call David, .
265·0277. 4129
1972 HONDA 500: less than 10;000 miles, e~cellenl

ineptitude .. Call DiU at 266-6047. 4/29
WE STRIP and/or refinish furn'iture at sensible rates.
Antiques handled with care aDd affection. Stripco,

277-3013. 4129
• CharHe Romero, 294!i W)'oming NE, 293CATCH A RAINBOW in a tU~e top, chest support
6901. 4129
for summer-Wild Rose, 2910 Central SE. 4/29
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
HAPPY 2hl KROT SAC, atC.S.P.; S.F •. 4/27
Catering to student needs sipce' 1971. Inexpensive
furniture. Student special: complete.waterbed system,
YEAR OLD SPRINGER SPANIEL named Lobo
$79,95. 4/29
Seeks caring adult. 842·9694. 4/29
BICYCLES: BERTIN BICYCLES, guaranteed 2lbs.
lighter weight. R.C. Hallelt's, 843-9)78. tfn

;·,.-------'------

47 Trackman's
goal
1 Cigarettes: 49 Seaport of
Brit.
India
5 Yielding
51 Ancient
mu.ch
•
Roman date
9 Rehr]qujshfil~54 Allow
1. 4, Braz111an
58 Yorkshire
territory
river
15 Yearn: ·
60 Attract
Informal
prospective
16 Centr~l
buyers
61 Terrazzo
Amencan
lrien_d
layer: 2
17 Prlntmg
words
style: Abbr. 63 Abope made
18 Dishwasher:
of ice
Slang: 2
64 .Bud use~ as
words
.
a spice
20 Wander at 65 Acior ---·
random
.
Ladd
21 Fall into evil 66 Goddess of
ways
dl.scord
67 Overfed
22 S_ome
ftshermen 68 Fish
23 Vertical
catching
25 ~'lain-snow
devices
mixture
69 Drunk:
Slang
27 Mental
agitation
DOWN
29 Corn unit
30 Self·
1 Laissez----righteous
2 Doer
34 Repeatedly: 3 Cemetery
Poetic
feature
36 Atlantic or
4 Pick out
Pacific----- 5 Plunder
3S European
6 Frosters
elk
7 Ex-French
VIP: 3
39 Modiste: 2
words
words
42 -----up:
. 8 That girl
Strengthens 9 West
43 Danger
Pointer
44 Pro--10 Man's name
45 Was in debt 11 Plunge
46 "-·· 0' My
12 Oily of
Heart"
Hungary
ACROSS

Ro.tet: 15 cen~• pet WDtd per .doy, one dollar minimUM, Advertlllt'l'fl.l'ltl fUn ·fJve Of
mote conaecutlve do.ya with BO change&, nlne·cet1tl pet wold p•r doy (no tlltfunda
If col'!celled before flv• lnnrtlona). (lolllfhtd a~vettlaelftenta tf!Uit be paid l_n
adyaf)ce. morton Hall Room_IOSot b,Y mall to Cta.aslfl•d·Rdvertlalrl$1• UHm Box20,

NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn, 2660760. 4/29

Application~
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Savings good through May 4·
PIONEER PL-1120 TURNTABLE
No frills-just solid, dependable
performance! Its sensitive, S-shaped
tonearm tracks ~moothly while its
vibration-free motor provides all the
torque needed.
Includes walnut-grained base and
hinged dust cover.

$6·900

LaBelle's Price: .

B.I.C.960 MANUAL TURNTABLE
Plays from 1 to 6 records automatically,
or manually if you choose. Loadea with
high performance features, including a
24 pole synchronous· motor for
quietness (wow/flutter less than 0.05~),
constant platter rotation. lncludes·base,
dust cover.

LaBelle~s Price:

$12900

PIONEER PL-1150 AUTOMATIC
TURNTABLE
The perfect choice for those who
demand excellence without the
expense. Features a speed detecting
auto-return mechanism, smooth tracing
S-shaped tonearm, and a high torque,
synchronous motor for unvaJYing
platter speed. Includes a walnut-grained
base and hinged dust cover.

THORENS T0-145C
. TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
One of the most advanced tables sold"
today. Exclusive electronic sensing
system automatically lifts up tone arm,
returns it, then shuts off motor at end
of play. ~ynchronous motor delivers
high power and torque. Includes base
and hinged dust cover.

LaBelle's Price:

LaBelle's Price:

sg9oo'

..

.

I

l
I
I

PIONEER SX-450 AM/FM RECEIVER

MARANTZ H0-44 SPEAKER SYSTEM

A budget-priced system that's long on
quality. The SX-450 easily drives up to
2 pair of speakers with 15 watts per
channel; 0.5% THD*. Scores of
performance features inside and out
make the SX-450 an excellent choice.

The HD-44 high definition speakers
deliver maximum power with minimum
dis£ortion. The perfect combination for
all stereo newcomers.

LaBelle's Price:

PIONEER SX-650 AM/FM RECEIVER
EPI120 .UN EAR SPEAKER SYSTEM
categmy," sending clean, uncolored
The SX-650 is packed with power,
, sound to all parts of a room. Here's one
loaded with features. 35 watts per
channel; 0.3% THD*. Enough punch to system worth a closer look!
handle up to 2 pair of speakers. The
00
- LaBelle's Price:
EP1120's have been proclaimed wthe
most accurate speakers in their

$29900

$479

EMPIRE 2002 MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE
~
An economical replacement for most •
turntables. Tracking force: 1'(4 to 21/2
grams. Elliptical diamo'nd stylus.

$1500

LaBelle's Price:

EMPIRE 2004 MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE
One step above th~ 2002.Tracking
force: 3/. to 11~ grams. Nude elliptical
diamond stylus.

LaBelle's Price:

$2400

*Wattage shown is rninimup1 RMS per
channel at 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000
Hzwith no more THD thart indicated.

Your best
buy is
"'
KENWOOD KR-5600AM/FM RECEIVER
PIOI'iEER HPM-60 SPEAKER SYSTEM
The KR-5600 offers every performance
feature an audiophile could ask for,
plus it puts out 40 watts per channel;
0,5% THD"'to drive up to 2 pair of
.
high fidelity speakers. 4-way, 4-speaker

system is capable of filling even the
largest room with magnificent concert
hall sound.
LaBelle's Price:

ALBUQUERQUE

4920Menual Blvd.
505/265-3653
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Weekdays: 10 am· 9 pm
Saturday: l0am-6pm
Sunday: Noon•6 pm,

